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Abstract. The static relationship between joints and the dynamic importance of joints leads to high accuracy in skeletal action recognition.
Nevertheless, existing methods define the graph structure beforehand by
skeletal patterns, so they cannot capture features considering the relationship between joints specific to actions. Moreover, the importance of
joints is expected to be diﬀerent for each action. We propose spatialtemporal attention graph convolutional networks (STA-GCN). It acquires an attention edge that represents a static relationship between
joints for each action and an attention node that represents the dynamic
importance of joints for each time. STA-GCN is the first method to consider joint importance and relationship at the same time. The proposed
method consists of multiple networks, that reflect the diﬀerence of spatial
(coordinates) and temporal (velocity and acceleration) characteristics as
mechanics-stream. We aggregate these network predictions as final result.
We show the potential that the attention edge and node can be easily
applied to existing methods and improve the performance. Experimental
results with NTU-RGB+D and NTU-RGB+D120 demonstrate that it is
possible to obtain a attention edge and node specific to the action that
can explain behavior and achieves state-of-the-art performances.

1

Introduction

Human action recognition has been actively proposed and widely applied to
surveillance systems and sports analysis. The skeleton based method is robust to
environmental and viewpoint changes. These methods convert the skeletal data
into a grid structure or sequence and extract features using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) or a recurrent neural network (RNN) [1–13]. Grid structures
or sequences cannot represent human skeletons completely. Meanwhile, graph
structure can represent the skeleton naturally.
A graph convolutional network (GCN) have been used for skeletal action
recognition that inputs skeletons as a graph structure [14–20]. A GCN applies
convolutions to a graph structure and extract features. By using a GCN, features can be acquired that consider relationships between joints, so that complex actions can be recognized. A typical GCN-based method is spatial-temporal
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Fig. 1: Important relationships between joints and important joints in throwing.

GCN (ST-GCN) [14]. ST-GCN achieves high performance by representing skeletons using two graph structures: spatial and temporal graphs. The graph connection in ST-GCN is fixed by human skeleton patterns. However, the important
relationships between joints are expected to change depending on each action.
For example, when we throw an object with the right arm while using the left leg
as an axis foot, the relationship between the left leg and the right arm is important (Fig. 1). Therefore, fixing connection patterns in advance cannot acquire
features considering joint relationships specific to action.
To solve this problem, there are methods to automatically obtain graph connection patterns from feature maps [17, 18]. These methods acquires the connection pattern from the feature map representing the optimal relationship between
joints for each action. However, these methods focus only on the relationships
between joints. The important joints diﬀer for each action, and the importance
may change over the action frames. Considering the importance of diﬀerent joints
for each action and each frame could improve the recognition performance.
In this paper, we propose spatial-temporal attention graph convolutional
networks (STA-GCN) that consider the important joint relationships and the
importance of joints that diﬀer for each action. An attention edge represents
important relationship between joints statically. By convolving the feature map
with the attention edge, features considering the important relationships between
joints can be acquired. An attention node represents the dynamic importance of
joints for each frame as a two-dimensional map. The attention edge and node
are acquired during forward propagation. The attention node emphasizes important joints in a feature map by attention mechanism. Consequently, our method
emphasizes the spatial and temporal features at the same time. We call the
combined graph as a spatial-temporal attention graph (attention graph). The attention graph enables a network to learn the important joints and relationships
between joints. Attention edge and node can be acquired by adding a module
called attetntion branch to the network. Therefore, it can be applied into existing
skeleton-based methods.
In addition, we introduce a multi-modal learning. We use six modals: coordinates, velocity, and acceleration for joint and bone. Existing methods have
revealed multi-modal learning is eﬀective [18, 20]. However, few methods have
examined the eﬀects of modal combinations. Coordinates indicate spatial position, and velocity and acceleration indicate the amount of temporal movement,
so the characteristics of each modal are diﬀerent. Also, since the scales of the co-
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ordinates, velocity, and acceleration are diﬀerent, training on the same network
may be diﬃcult. Therefore, we propose a mechanics-stream structure based on
the spatial-temporal mechanical characteristics and value scale of each modal.
Experimental results show the eﬀect of modal combinations on accuracy.

2

Related Work

Skeleton-based Action Recognition Skeleton-based action recognition can
be divided into two methods: handcrafted feature based and deep learning based.
The handcrafted-feature based methods use features designed on the basis of human knowledge [21–23]. The deep-learning based methods can acquire features
automatically, many methods using CNNs and RNNs have been proposed due
to the recent advances in deep learning [1–13]. The CNN-based methods [1–6]
manually convert skeletons into a grid structure and use it as an input. The
RNN-based methods [7–13] input skeletons as a sequence and extract features
representing temporal relationship between consecutive frames. CNN- and RNNbased methods achieve high recognition accuracy. However, since CNN and RNN
represent the input data as a grid structure or sequence, they cannot completely
represent human skeletons. To solve this problem, methods representing skeletons as a graph structure have been proposed and have achieved higher accuracy
[14–20]. When the skeletons are represented as a graph structure, nodes correspond to joint coordinates, and edges correspond to relationships between joints.
The eﬃcient representation between joints can recognize complex actions.
Graph Convolutional Networks GCN is a CNN that inputs a graph structure [24–26]. Kipf and Welling [26] performed graph convolution in the frequency
domain using the graph Fourier transform. GCN are used in many fields because
the graph structure can eﬀectively represent various data [27–34]. In [27] and [28],
the molecular structure was represented as a graph, and a GCN was applied to
molecular classification. In [31] and [32], a GCN was applied to video summarization by connecting objects with high spatial and temporal correlation in the
video with edges.
Visual Explanation for Deep Learning Research into understanding the
basis of cognitive judgment in deep learning is being actively pursued and visual explanation using attention maps are widely investigated [35–38]. Visual
explanation methods can be divided into two types: bottom-up and top-down.
In the bottom-up methods [37, 38], an attention map is obtained by using gradient, noise, and class information. Therefore, backpropagation must be performed
to obtain the attention map. Since it can be applied to various networks, it is
widely used as a visual explanation method for deep learning. The top-down
methods have been studied more actively because they can acquire the attention map during forward propagation [35, 36]. ABN [35] is a top-down method
that acquires an attention map during forward propagation and applies it to the
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Fig. 2: Spatial-temporal attention graph convolutional networks.

attention mechanism. ABN has an advantage that the network can be learned
while gazing at important areas in image recognition, and realized high recognition performance and analysis of the network decision simultaneously.

3

Proposed Method

We propose a spatial-temporal attention graph convolutional networks (STAGCN) that considers the static relationships between joints and the dynamic
importance of joints. Figure 2 shows the proposed network structure. STA-GCN
consists of three modules: feature extractor, attention branch, and perception
branch. The feature extractor extracts features of two input modals separately
using multiple graph convolutional layers and then connects the feature maps.
The attention branch generates an attention edge indicating the static relationship between joints and an attention node indicating a dynamic importance of
joints for each frame. The perception branch outputs the final class probabilities by using the feature map obtained from the feature extractor, the attention
node, a skeleton pattern, and attention edge.
3.1

Spatial-Temporal Graph Convolutional Block

The Spatial-Temporal Graph Convolutional Block (STGC-Block) shown in Fig.
2. Spatial Graph Convolution (S-GC) and Temporal Graph Convolution (TGC) are graph convolutions for spatial and temporal graphs, respectively. A
spatial graph connects joints in the same frame, and a temporal graph connects
the same joints in adjacent frames. After each graph convolution layer, a batch
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Fig. 3: Spatial-Temporal Graph Convolutional Block (STGC-Block).

normalization layer and a ReLU are arranged. A dropout is applied after T-GC,
and each STGC-Block has a skip connection.
Here, let Xin ∈ RV ×C be a feature input to a graph convolution with node
V and dimension C and Askel ∈ RV ×V be a skeleton pattern adjacency matrix,
respectively. By using weight matrix Wskel ∈ RV ×F with the output dimension
F , the graph convolution of Xin is defined by
Xskel
out

=

Q
∑

Mskel
◦ Âskel
Xin Wqskel ,
q
q

(1)

q

where Mskel ∈ RV ×V is a learning weight matrix for capturing the importance of
edges. Q is an optional parameter that indicates the number of hops in the graph
structure and can be connected to joints that are hops away. In the case of 1hop, the graph structure becomes a human skeletal pattern because it connects
joints that are one distance away. By increasing the number of hops, we can
capture more global features. Mskel , Âskel , and Wskel are defined separately
= Aq + I is calculated by the sum of Aq ∈ RV ×V , which
for each Q. Askel
q
indicates the connection relationship with the adjacent node, and the identity
matrix I ∈ RV ×V , which indicates the loop structure. When graph convolution
−1
−1
= Λq 2 Askel
is performed, the normalized adjacency matrix of Âskel
Λq 2 is
q
q
used, where Λ ∈ RV ×V is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of graph
Laplacian∑as diagonal components, and the diagonal components are obtained
skel
by Λii = j (Askel
ij + Iij ). The output of the S-GC Xout can be represented by a
three-dimensional tensor (F × T × V ), where T indicates a frame. Therefore, TGC can be implemented by general convolution with arbitrary kernel size 1 × Γ ,
as in ST-GCN [14].
3.2

Attention Branch

The attention branch generates the attention edge and node. In the attention
branch, the feature map obtained from the feature extractor is input to five
STGC-Blocks. The feature map from the five STGC-Blocks passes through
global average pooling (GAP), fully connected layers, and the softmax layer
to obtain class probabilities. In addition, the attention edge and attention node
are generated using the feature map from the last STGC-Block. The output
of the last STGC-Block is a three-dimensional tensor (C × T × V ). To generate attention edges and nodes, the number of dimensions is reduced by using a
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batch normalization layer and a general convolution layer with a kernel size of
1×1. Then, an attention edge and an attention node are generated by individual
processing.
Attention Edge The attention edge is an adjacency matrix that represents the
optimal joint relationship for each action. Attention edges can be expressed as
(K × V × V ) by using the number K of attention edges generated for each action
and the node V . K is an optional parameter. The feature map (C × T × V )
obtained by 1 × 1 general convolutional layers becomes (C × 1 × V ) due to
the GAP layer. Next, the feature map is extended to (KV × 1 × V ) by 1 × 1
convolutional layers. The feature map is converted into (K × V × V ) and passes
through the batch normalization. By passing through the Tanh function, lowvalue (i.e., insignificant) elements in the feature map are converted to negative
values. Finally, by passing through the ReLU, negative elements in the feature
map become zero. In short, there is no connection. Therefore, an attention edge
with only important connections is generated. The generated attention edge
is passed to the perception branch, and the graph is convolved with two graph
structures (the skeleton pattern and the attention edge) in the perception branch.
Attention Node The attention node represents the dynamic importance of
joints that diﬀer depending on each action and each frame. The attention node
for each action can be expressed as (T ′ × V ), where T ′ is frame. The feature
map (C × T × V ) obtained by 1 × 1 general convolutional layers is reduced to
(1 × T × V ) by the second 1 × 1 convolutional layer and passes through the
batch normalization. At the T-GC layer in attention branch, the number of
frames is reduced with one half compared to the feature map obtained from the
feature extractor. Therefore, the feature map is extended to (1 × T ′ × V ). Then,
the upsampling layer interpolates feature map by nearest neighbor. Finally, an
attention node is generated by applying the sigmoid function to the feature map
(1 × T ′ × V ).
The generated attention node is applied to the attention mechanism. The
feature map that emphasizes important joints is obtained by reflecting the attention node on the feature map of the feature extractor. Reflecting the attention
node is defined by
E
FE
X′out = M (XF
(2)
out ) · Xout ,
E
FE
where XF
out is a feature map from the feature extractor, and M (Xout ) indi′
cates an attention node. The feature map Xout in which important joints are
emphasized is used as input for the perception branch.

3.3

Perception Branch

The perception branch inputs a feature map in which important joints are emphasized and performs graph convolution with two graph structures: a human
skeleton pattern and an attention edge. Let Aatt ∈ RK×V ×V be the attention
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edge and Xin ∈ RV ×C be the input feature map. By using the weight matrix
Watt ∈ RK×V ×F with output dimension F , the graph convolution with Aatt
and Xin is defined as follows:
Xatt
out =

K
∑

att
Âatt
k Xin Wk ,

(3)

k=1

where K is the number of attention graphs generated for each action. Âatt is
a normalized adjacency matrix, which performs normalization in the same way
as Eq. (1). Attention edge emphasizes the relationship of joints for each action,
but human actions essentially depend on the skeletal pattern. Therefore in the
perception branch, graph convolutions are performed for the both attention edge
and the human skeleton pattern. We denote outputs of graph convolution for
skel
skel
attention edge and skeleton pattern as Xatt
out and Xout , respectively. Xout is
calculated in the same way as Eq. (1). The output Xout can be obtained by
att
Xout = Xskel
out + Xout .

(4)

By using multiple STGC-Blocks, a feature map is obtained that considers
important relationships between joints and important joints. The acquired feature map passes through the GAP layer and the fully connected layer and is
sent to the softmax to obtain the class probability. We use the output from the
perception branch as the final class probability of the network.
3.4

Learning Method

The network of the proposed method has two branches (attention and perception), and class probabilities are obtained from each branch. The learning error
L of the proposed method is calculated by L = Latt + Lper , where Latt and Lper
are the learning errors of the attention and perception branches, respectively.
The learning error of each branch is calculated using the cross entropy error.
3.5

Mechanics-Stream

From the joint coordinates of the skeletons, the joint velocity, joint acceleration, bones, bone velocity, and bone acceleration are calculated and input to the
network. The joint coordinates and bones contain spatial position information,
while the velocity and acceleration contain information on temporal movement.
Therefore, the characteristics of coordinates, velocity, and acceleration are diﬀerent. In addition, it is considered that learning is diﬃcult even if those are input
to the same network because the scales of their values are diﬀerent. We propose
a mechanics-stream structure to solve the problems of diﬀerent spatial-temporal
characteristics and diﬀerent value scales of each modal.
Figure 4 shows the mechanics-stream structure, which prepares three networks for six modals. Two types of modals are input to one network. The
mechanics-stream structure consists of a coordinate network that inputs joint
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Fig. 4: Mechanics-stream structure.
coordinates and bones, a velocity network that inputs joint and bone velocities, and an acceleration network that inputs joint and bone accelerations. The
three networks are trained separately. The class probabilities obtained from each
network are summed for each class to obtain the final class probability.
Multi-Modal Joint velocity, joint acceleration, bones, bone velocity, and bone
acceleration are calculated on the basis of joint coordinates. The joint velocity
t
= (∆1 x, ∆1 y, ∆1 z) of a joint vA = (x, y, z) in the t frame indicates the
∆1 vA
amount of movement of each joint frame, which is calculated by
t−1
t
t
∆1 vA
= vA
− vA
.

(5)

t
In addition, the joint acceleration ∆2 vA
= (∆2 x, ∆2 y, ∆2 z) of the joint vA in
the t frame can be obtained by using the formula of linear action with uniform
acceleration as follows:
t−1 2
t 2
(∆1 vA
) − (∆1 vA
)
.
(6)
2
A bone is the distance in the x, y, and z directions between each joint in the
skeletal pattern. Therefore, the direction of the joint can be expressed. The
t
t
in the skeletal pattern is
, vB
bone btAB = (bx, by, bz) at the adjacent joint vA
t
t
t
determined by bAB = vA − vB . The bone velocity is the amount of movement of
the bone in one frame and expresses the angular velocity in the direction of the
joint. The bone velocity ∆1 btAB = (∆1 bx, ∆1 by, ∆1 bz) of the bone btAB in the t
frame can be calculated by the same calculation as Eq. (5) with the bone bt−1
AB
one frame before. The bone acceleration ∆2 btAB = (∆2 bx, ∆2 by, ∆2 bz) can also
be obtained by the same calculation as Eq. (6) with the bone velocity ∆1 btAB
and ∆1 bt−1
AB .
t
∆2 vA
=

4

Experiment

We first evaluate the accuracy when applying the attention graph to a conventional method. In addition, we show the eﬀectiveness of the mechanics-stream
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structure by changing the combination of modals input to the network. After
that, we compare the proposed method with the conventional methods by using
two datasets for action recognition.
4.1

Datasets

NTU-RGB+D NTU-RGB+D [8] is a dataset for action recognition that with
60 diﬀerent action classes such as daily and exercise action. The skeletons was
captured by Microsoft Kinect v2, and the number of joints is 25, the skeleton
consists of three-dimensional coordinates (X, Y, Z). This dataset has two evaluation methods: cross-subject and cross-view. Cross-subject divides the data of
40 subjects into training and validation. In cross-view, data taken from the left
and right 45 degrees is used for training, and data taken from the front is used
for validation. The subjects for training and validation is determined in advance.
NTU-RGB+D120 NTU-RGB+D120 [39] contains 120 action classes by adding
60 new action classes to NTU-RGB+D. As with NTU-RGB+D, the number of
joints is 25, which consists of three-dimensional coordinates (X, Y, Z). While
keeping the same shooting direction, the camera height and the distance to a
subject are given. This is a large dataset for action recognition with skeletons.
There are two evaluation methods: cross-subject and cross-setup. Cross-subject
uses the data of the specified subjects for training and the data of the remaining
subjects for validation. Cross-setup splits data for training and validation by IDs
assigned on the basis of camera height and distance.
4.2

Implementation Details

The output dimensions of the STGC-Block in the feature extractor were 32
dimensions for the first three blocks and 64 dimensions for the remaining two
blocks. Feature maps obtained from the diﬀerent modals are concatenated to
form a 128-dimensional feature map. The attention branch passes through two
blocks with 128 output dimensions and three blocks with 256 output dimensions.
The perception branch sets the same output dimension as the attention branch.
In the skeletal pattern, hop Q is set to 3. The number of attention edges generated
K for each action is set to 4. The kernel size Γ in temporal graph convolution is 9.
The number of input frames is 300. In addition, we used the process implemented
by Maosen et al. [17] to interpolate the inactive frame in the input frame with
the active frame.
4.3

Adaptation of Attention Graph to Conventional Method

We show the eﬀectiveness of the attention graph by applying the attention graph
to the conventional methods [14, 17, 18]. The conventional method used for the
experiment is a skeleton-based action recognition method whose code is published by the authors. The adapted method generates an attention graph by
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Table 1: Accuracy of applying attention edge and attention node to conventional
method. Evaluation was performed with cross-subject of NTU-RGB+D.
Attention edge
×
✓
×
✓

Attention node
×
×
✓
✓

ST-GCN [14]
81.5
84.1
82.8
84.8

AS-GCN [17]
86.8
86.9
86.8
87.0

2s-AGCN [18]
88.5
89.2
89.1
89.3

Table 2: Accuracy of an Independent network (Ind.net) and stream structure
(X-stream) . Evaluation was performed with cross-subject of NTU-RGB+D.
w/o Attention
w/ Attention
Ind. net X-stream Ind. net X-stream
Joint (coordinate, velocity)
86.0
86.2
87.1
87.2
86.1
86.3
Bone (coordinate, velocity)
Joint (coordinate, velocity, acceleration) 86.7
85.7
87.8
86.7
Bone (coordinate, velocity, acceleration) 86.7
85.8
Coordinate (joint, bone)
87.5
88.6
89.3
90.1
Velocity (joint, bone)
85.6
87.0
Coordinate (joint, bone)
87.5
88.6
85.6
87.0
Velocity (joint, bone)
89.1
89.4
Acceleration (joint, bone)
74.6
77.2
Input data

adding an attention branch to the hidden layer. The acquired attention graph is
adapted to the attention mechanism and graph convolution as in the proposed
method.
Table 1 shows the accuracy of applying the attention graph to the conventional methods. The accuracy was improved in most cases where only the attention edge or node was applied to the conventional method. In all conventional
methods, the accuracy is highest when both the attention edge and node are applied. These results show that the attention edge and node contribute to improve
recognition accuracy, and it is the most eﬀective to apply both simultaneously.

4.4

Accuracy with Multi-Modal Learning

Table 2 shows the accuracy of an independent network (Ind.net) that inputs multiple modals and the accuracy of stream structure (X-stream). The structure in
which the coordinates and velocity are trained in another network has higher accuracy than the structure in which the coordinates and velocity are trained in the
same network. These results demonstrate the validity of the mechanics-stream
structure. However, when acceleration was added as an input, the accuracy decreased even in the mechanics-stream structure. Acceleration is composed of very
small values and does not have enough features for action recognition. Therefore,
a model using acceleration achieved poorer result.
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Table 3: Comparison of accuracy on NTU-RGB+D.
Methods
Lie Group [22]
Deep LSTM [8]
TCN [1]
ST-GCN [14]
AS-GCN [17]
2s-AGCN [18]
AGC-LSTM [19]
DGNN [20]
STA-GCN

Cross-subject (%) Cross-view (%)
50.1
52.8
60.7
67.3
74.3
83.1
81.5
88.3
86.8
94.2
88.5
95.1
89.2
95.0
89.9
96.1
90.1
95.6

Table 4: Comparison of accuracy on NTU-RGB+D120.
Method
Soft RNN [40]
Dynamic Skeleton [41]
Spatio-Temporal LSTM [9]
GCA-LSTM [12]
Multi-Task Learning Network [3]
FSNet [4]
Skeleton Visualization [2]
Two-Stream Attention LSTM [13]
Multi-Task CNN with RotClips [5]
Body Pose Evolution Map [42]
SkeleMotion [6]
TSRJI [43]
ST-GCN [14]
STA-GCN

4.5

Cross-subject (%) Cross-setup (%)
36.3
44.9
50.8
54.7
55.7
57.9
58.3
59.2
58.4
57.9
59.9
62.4
60.3
63.2
61.2
63.3
62.2
61.8
64.6
66.9
67.7
66.9
67.9
62.8
72.8
75.4
83.9
86.5

Comparison with State-of-the-Arts

Table 3 shows comparison results in NTU-RGB+D. Compared with the best
conventional method (DGNN), STA-GCN improved the cross-subject by 0.2
points, and achieved comparable accuracy in cross-view.
Table 4 shows comparison results in NTU-RGB+D120. STA-GCN significant improbed both cross-subject and cross-setup compared with the best conventional methods. NTU-RGB+D120 contains similar action classes that are
diﬃcult to recognize due to the increase the number of classes. The proposed
method, which can emphasize specific features by using an attention graph for
each action, acquired diﬀerent features even for similar action classes and contributed to accuracy improvement.
4.6

Visualization of Attention Graph

Figure 5 shows the attention graph obtained by the proposed method. We visualized the top 30 attention edges having the highest edge weight as red lines.
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The color of each joint indicates the value of the attention node: red joints is the
most important and blue joints is the least important.
As for the throwing (Fig. 5(a)), the edge is concentrated on the right arm. The
attention node shows that the importance of the right hand increases while right
hand extends upward and decreases after the throw is completed. In addition,
the importance of the left foot gradually increases during the throwing. This is
due to the weight shifting to the left foot during the throw.
The attention edge of the kicking (Fig. 5(b)) was concentrated on the leg.
The edges of upper results are concentrated on the right leg and the edges of
lower results are concentrated on the left leg because the kick was with right
and left legs, respectively. This shows that the proposed method can obtain a
connection pattern specific to the action.
The Attention edge of the jumping (Fig. 5(c)) is almost symmetrical. In
the attention node, the legs have higher importance just before jumping. The
importance of the center of the body increases during the jump. Since there are
symmetrica attention edges and body center is high importance, jumping is an
action using the whole body conceivably.
The attention edge of the drinking (Fig. 5(d)) is concentrated on the right
arm because the right hand holds the drink. Although there was no concentration
of edges on the face, the importance of the face as well as the right arm tended to
be higher in the attention node. Drinking is similar to throwing, where the right
arm is an important joint. Although, when throwing, there are important joints
on the left leg, when drinking, few important joints appear on the lower body.
This shows that the attention node can also express important joints specific to
an action.
4.7

Ablation Study

Eﬀect of Each Modal on Attention Graph To evaluate the eﬀect of each
modal on the attention graph, Fig. 6 shows the attention graph of the throwing
when one modal is input. Although some attention edges concentrate to joints
other than the arms, one attention edge concentrates to the arms for every modal
inputs. Therefore, the arm can be regarded as important regardless of the modal
input.
The attention node shows the right arm is the most important joint for
joint coordinate and bone inputs. However, when the velocity was input, the
results showed that the elbow and head had higher importance than the hand.
When the joint acceleration is input, only the importance of the arm increases.
With bone acceleration, the importance of the whole body increases. From these
results, it is considered that the attention node when velocity and acceleration
are input tends to strengthen joints with small values. Since the velocity is the
amount of movement for one frame, the value of the moved joint (i.e., hands
and toes) increases, while the values of body center, elbows, and knees decrease.
The attention node played a role in increasing the value of the elbows and knees
around large and important joints. Acceleration has a smaller value scale than
coordinates and velocity. For joint acceleration, the value of the toe is very low
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Fig. 5: Visualization of attention graph.

and is diﬃcult to increase even with the attention node. Therefore, only the
joints around the arm that have slight values tended to be emphasized. Bone
acceleration has the smallest value scale among all modals. It was diﬃcult to
determine which joints were important, resulting in increased whole body values.
Interaction of Attention Edge and Attention Node To investigate the
interaction between the attention edge and the attention node, Fig. 7 shows
the attention of the throwing when acquiring only the attention edge, only the
attention node, and both. When only the attention edge, the edge concentrate
on the right arm, but there is no connection with the foot. The attention edge
connects the highly correlated joints, so many edges connect to the relatively
moving right and left hands. The relationship between the hand and the foot is
also important, but in the upright throwing, the foot does not change relative to
the hand movement. In addition, when only the attention node is acquired, a specific joint cannot be emphasized. If the attention node places a strong constraint
on a specific joint, the joints are convoluted only by the skeletal pattern, making
it diﬃcult to transmit information between joints. In the case of acquiring both
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Fig. 6: Attention graph when one modal is input.

Fig. 7: Interaction of attention edge and node.

an attention edge and node, the importance of the right arm is increasing. Even
if a particular joint is regarded as important, there is a connection with various
joints by the attention edge and it is easy to transmit information to other joints.
Similarly, the hand and foot edges were obtained not only for the highly correlated joints, but also to capture the relationships with important joints obtained
from the attention node. Therefore, both important relationships between joints
and the importance of joints need to be simultaneously acquired.

5

Conclusions

We proposed a STA-GCN that considers the static relationships between joints
for each action and the dynamic importance of joints for each frame. The attention edge expresses the important connection for each action, and the attention
node expresses the importance of the joint that diﬀers for each frame. STAGCN simultaneously generates an attention edge and node, and the attention
node is adapted to the feature map by using the attention mechanism. The
feature map that emphasizes important joints is graph convolved by using an
attention edge. Therefore, our method recognized actions while taking into account important joints and important relationships between joints. In addition,
we propose the mechanics-stream structure that considers the mechanical characteristics and scale diﬀerences of each modal. The mechanics-stream structure
separately inputs coordinates, velocities, and accelerations of joint and bone
into the diﬀerent networks. In the evaluation experiments, we demonstrated our
method outperforms conventional methods using two datasets: NTU-RGB+D
and NTU-RGB+D120.
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